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Enjoy the music of your favorite show Diya Aur Baati Hum performed by Kailash Kher and Shubh Mudgal. Traditional dances:
AU BA TPRA / UNAM (Group Dance / Ensemble / Variety Dance) - 18:00-19:30 Under the guidance of an experienced

professional dancer, you will easily master the dance with your eyes closed, as well as the feeling of a smooth fabric sliding over
your body. An unforgettable sight - a demonstration of dancing with a motley ox and jumping on this animal. 18:30-19, local

school lesson on Indian and Western traditions Chandipur is a city where students from India and the EU study and work in the
tourism industry. There is a large university here, where humanities teachers work, who teach the history, geography and culture

of different countries. During the lesson, cultural information about India, cultural characteristics and language will be given.
Faisal and Sarah Gymnastics Institute (FACES) â€“ 10:00 Students will be able to take part in sports competitions such as:

tennis court, volleyball, football, rugby. On the day of the trip, students should not eat a long and plentiful meal - meals for them
should be quick and easy. Excursions to Leh (Lhasa) and Kashmir will be organized for the children (photos will be taken

during a walk around Lhasa). Karam Thakur Das (Spiritual University) - 7:00, around 15:00-16:30, local Dharma class (Dharma
is the law of spiritual practices, religious rites and yoga). Hear lectures on Indian Philosophy, Religious Studies, Psychology,
Vedic Philosophy, Islamic History, Indian History, Indian Economy. Breathing practices and techniques: breathing with fire,

breathing with energy, breathing with water, concentrations on different organs and chakras, pain and sensitivity, pair practice,
mantras, concentration on a candle flame, etc. Excursions: Marine excavations, Nalanda, Gokarna, Khanda caves and other
historical sites. Prashanti Nilayamani Das - 11:30-13:00 local lesson on Dharana (The Art of Concentration). The course of

meditation and concentration will be aimed at a person who is under stress, who does not want to know Th
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